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The Notre Dame basketball team and Student Government need your help this coming Tuesday afternoon. 50 students, with their cars are needed to distribute Thanksgiving baskets to families in South Bend. It will only take about an hour of your time. Students without cars are also needed to drive trucks and assist drivers, without the cars, though, we can’t deliver the baskets. If you have a car, please consider helping. Call 7688 today to register, and then come to Gate 10 of the ACC between 1:30 and 2:30 on Tuesday afternoon.
Boycott on turkey market called

A consumer boycott of turkey's called by Pine Manor Co. has been called by The Farm Labor Aid Committee, in conjunction with MASH rescheduled

Cultural Arts Commissioner Bob Brinkman last night revealed a mixup with the same film company that caused a cancellation of "2001, A Space Odyssey" also caused the cancellation of "Mash" this weekend. Brinkman said that all of the remaining fund raising films have been rechecked and that they are all coming. He also said that "2001" will be shown in February and that they will attempt to reschedule "Mash" for the second semester.

In place of "Mash" the CAC showed two Paul Newman movies, "Sweet Bird of Youth" and "Long Hot Summer." Brinkman said that this happened because of the mix-up by the distributing company. If the CAC cannot reschedule "Mash" they will substitute other films. Brinkman speculated that the films would probably not be of the same quality of "Mash" though. Brinkman said, "We don't feel we are screwing the students because we will show three films in its place and then the patron card will be good for free admission to thirteen movies instead of ten."

CSC priest shot in India
First missionary to be slain

Rev. William P. Evans, C.S.C., a 67 year old Notre Dame Graduate and a member of the Holy Cross Mission force in India and West Pakistan the last 30 years, was shot and killed Saturday (Nov. 13), the first missionary to die in India and West Pakistan forces.

Reports of the shooting were received in this country yesterday from the U.S. State Department are incomplete, and it was not immediately known if Father Evans was killed by Army troops or Razacars (rebels faction). The report stated the priest was en route by boat from Golla to Banshanagar when he was stopped by military forces and told to report to the police station.

Father Evans reportedly spent one hour being questioned at the police station and was shot when he returned to the wharf to resume his trip. His body was thrown into the river and later recovered and returned to Golla for burial. The place where the shooting occurred is approximately 30 miles west of Dacca. West Pakistan officials are investigating the incident.

Mission officials at Notre Dame said members of the Holy Cross order had been instructed to quit ouiliving mission posts and return to Dacca when the present troubles started. An occasional visitor at Notre Dame on furlough trips to this country, Father Evans was last assigned to a mission post in the Mymensingh District.

Father Evans was born in Greenfield, Mass. January 13, 1919, and entered the Holy Cross Novitiate in August, 1938. He was ordained on June 10, 1943, in Sacred Heart Church, Notre Dame. A memorial mass is scheduled for 5 p.m. Thursday (Nov. 26) in Moreno Hall chapel.

Father Evans was last assigned to a mission post in the Mymensingh District.

Father Evans was born in Greenfield, Mass. January 13, 1919, and entered the Holy Cross Novitiate in August, 1938. He was ordained on June 10, 1943, in Sacred Heart Church, Notre Dame. A memorial mass is scheduled for 5 p.m. Thursday (Nov. 26) in Moreno Hall chapel. Holy Cross priests in the Easter Province are planning a memorial service for II a.m. Saturday in North Easton, Mass.

A brother, John Evans, was employed by Fides Publishing Co., Notre Dame, Ind., for several years. He is now retired and living in Auburndale, Mass.
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Wilbur Mills speaks here: defends Pay Board decision

by John Abood
Observer Assistant Editor

Asserting that the federal government had no right to "abrogate any contract" House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Wilbur Mills, defended the Pay Board's decision to allow unlimited wage increases to miners. Mills indicated that the decision would be kept within State Department ranks unless there was direct challenge to the Board's authority. Mills added that he had no intention of referring the matter to the Labor Department. Mills defended the coal miners' right to unlimited wage increases, a decision that he had made."I think the idea has a great deal of merit," he said. "This time I hope the Senate will stay with it. Candidates shouldn't be stigmaized by contributions. "This plan provides a way for everyone to make some kind of contribution to the party or parties of their choice."

Mills denied that he had any intentions of running for president before the primaries.

He cited an estimated cost of $200 million as the primary reason for his decision to not enter any.

The presidential campaign.

"I hope the idea has a great deal of merit," he said. "This time I hope the Senate will stay with it. Candidates shouldn't be stigmaized by contributions. "This plan provides a way for everyone to make some kind of contribution to the party or parties of their choice."

Mills denied that he had any intentions of running for president before the primaries.

He cited an estimated cost of $200 million as the primary reason for his decision to not enter any.

Game proceeds will go to SB poor

by Sue Sarcone

Proceeds for the 1971-1972 varsity-freshman game are scheduled for delivery to the local community. The proceeds will be divided into two equal parts. The first part will be donated to the basketball team, and the second part will be donated to the basketball program.

Cuss Regent

The Student Government Office has received an additional $400, and it expects to reach the committee goal of $500 set by the basketball team. It has received letterhead that says it will donate the proceeds to the basketball team. The names of the benefit sponsors will be printed in the game program. $10 and $25 captions are scheduled for special recognition.

Personnel for the game have teamed their services. Officers, security police, ticket and parking lot attendants, and other workers have volunteered their services.
Thanksgiving

This Thursday there will be a familiar and touching scene repeated in the dining rooms of millions of homes across the nation. The family mother, father and children-will gather around the table, a table groaning under the weight of luscious delicacies dominated by the all American bird, the Turkey. The family will sit down at the table and enjoy a feast not much of a feast by ancient Roman standards to be sure-but a goodly feast nonetheless.

Others won't have it that way. There are many who haven't been included in the "American Dream"-people like the migrants, the blacks, and the Indians. They have the same dreams. As the night goes on, they think about their children getting bitten by rats, or acquiring lead poisoning from eating paint chips. Their bargain gets picked up when it is supposed to and the schools their children offer to offer an education or a reasonable facsimile thereof. Most of them can walk the streets of their towns at night, without a cold lump of terror wedged in their throats.

The jobs they occupy are moderately interesting and rewarding, for the most part, and the chances of advancement are good. They don't have too many jibes and sIBes and not so subtle remarks about their racial or ethnic backgrounds.

The "American Dream" for them is a reality. There is nothing illusory about having a four bedroom house with a half acre of land around it, or an annual income of $25,000.

There is something horribly real about having a job with $2.12 an hour wage rate, with acres and acres of dirty urinals waiting to be washed. The garbage, lime and filth that is a part of the slums in ugly contrast to the pleasant, winding tree lined roads of Laurel Hollow, an elite Long Island suburb. Somewhere in between the darkness and the light there is the Flushing of the nations-the row upon row of dozen frame houses, depressing similarity, neat and filth and falling plaster.

For America's impoverished it will be one day in a liquid process of many, a twenty-four hour span of grinding poverty, the kind of poverty that holds out no hope of any goodness.

Those that sit down at the groaning tables have many things to be thankful for -many things to be ashamed of also. They have a decent clean house, plenty of food and a good income. They don't have time to think about their children getting bitten by rats, or acquiring lead poisoning from eating paint chips. Their bargain gets picked up when it is supposed to and the schools their children offer to offer an education or a reasonable facsimile thereof. Most of them can walk the streets of their towns at night, without a cold lump of terror wedged in their throats.

The jobs they occupy are moderately interesting and rewarding, for the most part, and the chances of advancement are good. They don't have too many jibes and sIBes and not so subtle remarks about their racial or ethnic backgrounds.

The "American Dream" for them is a reality. There is nothing illusory about having a four bedroom house with a half acre of land around it, or an annual income of $25,000.

There is something horribly real about having a job with $2.12 an hour wage rate, with acres and acres of dirty urinals waiting to be washed. The garbage, lime and filth that is a part of the slums in ugly contrast to the pleasant, winding tree lined roads of Laurel Hollow, an elite Long Island suburb. Somewhere in between the darkness and the light there is the Flushing of the nations-the row upon row of dozen frame houses, depressing similarity, neat but looking the worse for wear. They have the same dreams. As the night goes on, they think about their children getting bitten by rats, or acquiring lead poisoning from eating paint chips. Their bargain gets picked up when it is supposed to and the schools their children offer to offer an education or a reasonable facsimile thereof. Most of them can walk the streets of their towns at night, without a cold lump of terror wedged in their throats.

The streets there aren't really safe anymore, there was a stabbing down the road; the schools have been very good either. The teachers don't seem to give a damn and the kids know it and run circles around them, Dad's income has gone sour somewhere.

It that same night before is lost in the glare of the sun or the chill of the brisk wind or the rotten smell that the Brunk left in your hallway from the same night before. And all that "Christian community" that you come in every month- bigger and better than ever. It's too far removed from us. We can't identify with their crisis. Their income has gone up every year-the union-negotiated contract took care of that. It's too far removed from us.

"How many of you have ever seen a bloated stomach, let alone a bloated stomach burst. It's too far removed from us. We can't identify with their crisis. With the "poor" mission? "Identify. How many of you have ever seen a bloated stomach, let alone a bloated stomach burst. What do you expect? They've been given a good proper upbringing by good proper American parents and they've come to Notre Dame because they deserve it.

But despite their cries, the students' complaining allow as more and more children and adults die each day in Pakistan. But for their sake, in light of their pleas for another chance, we're bringing the crisis home to you. We'll put it in your backyard. Sure, it's perhaps not as serious as the kids and people dying daily, but it's something you can-"relate to-identify with." It's something that's close to home.

"Tonight, the varsity basketball team of Notre Dame takes the court against their freshman counterparts this time telling me that all this rubble has led up to a crummy basketball game?"

"Yet, to put aside an older cliché, it's more than just a basketball game. This game has come about because of the work John Thorn to and John Diette. Adding their support and their efforts were Coach Digger Phelps and John Barkett and his Student Government crew. The purpose behind the whole game is to collect clothes, canned food, toys for the adults and children of South Bend who aren't fortunate enough to go to Notre Dame. They really could care less if ND beats or loses to St. Louis. Sure, it's perhaps not as serious as the kids and people dying daily, but it's something you can-"relate to-identify with." It's something that's close to home.
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Black slaying in N. Carolina triggers violent response

by Richard D. Lyons
(e) 1971 New York Times

Ayden, N.C., Nov. 21—the killing of a Black farm laborer by a white state trooper has triggered outbursts of racial violence in this Eastern North Carolina town that threatens to develop into a national con-

The Egyptian leader's report to the New York Times yesterday upheld the Egyptian government's determination to defend and control the Suez Canal.

S.N.C. in the study of the situation of women. Said to be in a state of standby alert, were 600 protesters who had demonstrated against the killing of Murphy.

Everyone in the town was talking about the killing of Murphy, who was sitting to the right of the trooper, had tried to stop the car and that the two men had wrestled in the front seat. During the fight, Day said, that he had shot Murphy in the abdomen at point-blank range with a .357 magnum revolver containing armor-piercing bullets. The trooper said that Murphy had continued to resist, so he handcuffed him with his arms behind his back. Murphy fell from the car and several pools of blood were found on the road next to a telephone pole.

S.C.L.C. and other civil rights groups are drawing up plans for a march 70 miles to the state capital at Raleigh this coming week, with time arrives scheduled for Thanksgiving morning. They are seeking the personal inter-

Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, a leader of the nation's civil rights movement, is being considered in an effort to bring the troubles to the country's attention.

Abernathy and aides from S.C.L.C. and other civil rights groups are drawing up plans for a march 70 miles to the state capital at Raleigh this coming week, with time arrives scheduled for Thanksgiving morning. They are seeking the personal inter-
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Abernathy and aides from S.C.L.C. and other civil rights groups are drawing up plans for a march 70 miles to the state capital at Raleigh this coming week, with time arrives scheduled for Thanksgiving morning. They are seeking the personal inter-

Meet 14 demands, including the firing of state trooper Billy Day, who allegedly fired the shot that killed Murphy just before mid-

blackness, keeping with the mood of an imminent crisis. The main purpose of the debate, Sadat said at the front, would be to obtain a resolution calling upon Israel to withdraw from the occupied Arab lands. If such a pledge cannot be achieved, observers here con-

tended today, Sadat appears firmly committed to undertaking a military action after his visits directly to the officers and men along the Suez canal.

The Cairo newspaper reported today that soldiers and officers who had told Sadat that they were eagerly awaiting to order to attack.

students Senate and residents of both races have expressed their resentment of what they feel is gross mistreatment and discrimination by whites.

äberathy said in an interview: "The harassment of Blacks in Eastern North Carolina is as bad or worse than Mississippi. It's the same old story: Police brutality, poor housing, lack of employment and the educational system."
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Dillon repeats as IH champ

by Stan Ursakar '71

The Interball football championship will remain in Dillon Hall. The Big Red successfully defended their title yesterday afternoon when they outlasted Morrissey, 20-12, in overtime on a snow-covered Carter Field.

The sloppy conditions hurt the Marauders’ famed triple option by slowing the cuts of Kirk Miller and Pat Casey, and making their patented pitchouts even more difficult. Dillon coach Mike Caufield praised the work of the proud Dillon defense in holding Morrissey to only 63 yards rushing, better than 70 yards below normal.

"It was a tremendous team effort by the defense," commented Caufield. "Our plan against the option was to have the outside linebackers (Eddy Carney and Nick Pel use) watch the tight, and would've bet they'd get the ball first at the line of scrimmage."

From there, Miller led a 13-play drive, highlighted by a 29-yard aerial to Fran Finnegan on fourth down, that put the ball on the 20 for good.
The Irish Eye

Despite the fact that his club swept two games from WCHA foe, Colorado College, Notre Dame hockey coach, “LEFTY” Smith wasn’t overly pleased with his team’s performance.

“Anybody I ever had before that had to work to do,” Smith commented after Saturday’s game. Smith was a bit disappointed in the team’s pre-checkoff on Friday night and the lack of a well-rounded scoring attack.

The line of John Campbell, Eddie Bumbacco, and Ian Williams has accounted for 19 goals and 42 assists this season. The Irish have tallied three goals, meaning that Notre Dame’s second line just doesn’t seem to be connecting with Larry Parker in his first four games, scoring at least two goals each in game. He had the first Irish “hat trick” of the year at Friday night against Colorado.

Padraic Burke of the club’s forechecking on Friday night and the lack of a trick” of the year Friday night against Colorado.

Looking or elsewhere on the sports scene, it’s time to make the final weekend. Georgia is annually one of the top clubs in

Georgia over Georgia Tech. The Yellow jackets will be shooting

Sports fans who won’t be heading home for Thanksgiving ought to

Miami (Fla.) over Florida

Arizona over State

Auburn over Alabama

Florida over LSU

Army over Navy—Regardless of the teams’ records, this is always a

The game, billed as

The Tigers first defensive

Tom Hansen in the back court.

After last time they had the ball,

Tom Hansen in the back court.

in the ten-second, five yard

The Tigers had six points, however, and the

Tom Hansen in the back court.

7:45pm Friday and Saturday night in the AC’s.

Looking elsewhere on the sports scene, it’s time to make the final football predictions of the season since the Observer is ceasing publication until November 30th.

There are some BIG games coming up in the next few days and here’s the way the Irish Eye sees the results.

Georgia over Texas Tech. The Yellow jackets will be shooting for an upset but the Bulldogs have had a week and a half to think about their loss at Auburn and Tech will provide a handy opponent for Georgia to work out their frustrations.

Texas over Texas A&M. The Longhorns can wrap up the Southwest Conference title with a victory here.

Florida State over Pitt. It’s been a good year for the Seminoles.

Auburn over Alabama—Sullivan and Beasley can put points on the board against an

Benton College over Holy Cross—This used to be a classic battle in the WCHA, but now at least Benton can beat the WCHA Out in the AC’s.

LSU over Tulane. The Green Wave might catch the Bengals downtown.

LSU and Alabama are both clubs can score, but the

Destination is Baylor, defense to take on.

In the third quarter, Louisiana has been kicking its

in the Cotton Bowl.

And, if Notre Dame can’t get its loss to Texas out of the top ten in the national rankings, it’ll be the first time since the early ’70s. In fact, the Irish have only been #1 in the top ten at the end of the season.

LSU scored in every quarter as Auburn and their loss to Aubrurn and Tech will provide a handy opponent for

The Irish concluded their 1973 campaign with an uncharacteristic 4-7-2 record for

The Irish fired-up Tigers wasted
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Bumbacco, Kronholm star as icers sweep

by Jim Donaldson
Sports Editor

Outstanding efforts by a pair of sophomores lifted the Irish over Colorado last weekend and gave Bumbacco and goalie Mark Kronholm, enabled Notre Dame to post a pair of victories against Colorado College last weekend at the Ahlman Arena.

Bumbacco scored three goals Friday night to lead the Irish to a 6-3 win over the Tigers and added two more goals Saturday afternoon while Kronholm was holding Colorado scoreless as Notre Dame chalked up a 4-0 triumph.

The victories were worth four points to the Irish in the WCHA standings and boosted Notre Dame's mark to 9-1 in Colorado is 0-3 this year, 0-2 in the league play.

Bumbacco's hat trick helped the Irish overcome a 2-0 Colorado lead in the first game of the series. The Tigers had grabbed an early advantage on goals by Mike Bertsch, in the first minute of play, and Doug Palazarian at 4:39.

Bumbacco started the Irish comeback with a power play goal at 11:13 of the opening period, and Doug fans had to cheer about in the first minute mark, when Notre Dame grabbed an early advantage on a pass from the right point to the Irish in the WCHA.

The frosh center passed the puck in front of the crease, where D'Arcy Keating started the Irish lead in the first game of Tuesday.

Nyrop provided the 2,826 fans in attendance with another show of outstanding efforts by a pair of forwards. Nyrop displayed fine scoring play in motion by Curry and O'Connor's.

Nyrop's effort came in the first period when he didn't even know had one)

Tiger goalie Jerry Nyrop turned in a solid defensive performance against Colorado Friday night.

Bumbacco started the Irish comeback with a power play goal at 11:13 of the opening period.

Nyrop provided the 2,826 fans in attendance with another show of outstanding efforts by a pair of forwards. Nyrop displayed fine defensive play in motion by Curry and O'Connor.

Nyrop's effort came in the first period when he skated in alone on Schum and Nyrop _slid D'Arcy Keating started the Irish lead in the first game of Tuesday.
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